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INVERSE LIMITS OF INDECOMPOSABLE CONTINUA

J. H. R E E D

Let {X\, f\n, A} denote an inverse limit system of con-
tinua, with inverse limit space X*. Capel has shown that if
each X\ is an arc (simple closed curve), then Xoo is an arc
(simple closed curve) provided that A is countable and the
bonding maps are monotone and onto. It is shown in this
paper that a similar result holds when each X\ is a pseudo-
arc. In fact, the restrictions that the bonding maps be mono-
tone and onto may be deleted.

Two theorems are proved which lead to this result. First,
it is shown that if the maps of an inverse system of indecom-
posable continua are onto, then the limit space is an indecom-
posable continuum. Next, it is shown that with no restrictions
on the bonding maps, a similar statement is true for heredit-
arily indecomposable continua.

I* Definitions and notation* All spaces are assumed to be
Hausdorff. The notation {Xλ, fλμ, A} represents an inverse limit system
with factor spaces Xλ, bonding maps fλμ and directed set A. The
inverse limit space of the system {Xλ, fλμ, A} is denoted by XTO. Defi-
nitions of these terms may be found in [2]. For each XeΛ,Πλ

denotes the projection function of Pλeι Xλ onto Xλi restricted to X^.
A continuum is a compact connected Hausdorff space. A continuum

is indecomposable if it cannot be expressed as the union of two proper
subcontinua. It is hereditarily indecomposable if each of its sub-
con tinua is indecomposable.

A chain is a finite collection of open sets U19 •••, Un such that
Ui Π Uj Φ 0 if and only if | i — j j ^ 1. A space X is said to be
ehainable if each open covering of X has a chain refinement. Hence
a ehainable space is a continuum.

If X is a metric space and Ul9 , Un is a chain covering of X
such that for some ε > 0, diameter Ut < ε for i = 1, . , n, then the
chain Ulf , Un is said to be an s-chaίn covering of X. A metric
space X is snakelike if for each ε > 0, there exists an ε-chain cover-
ing of X.

2* Preliminary results* The following basic results will be
needed. When proofs are omitted, they may be found in the refer-
ences as indicated.

2—1. Let {Xλifλμ,Λ} be an inverse system of compact metric
spaces, where A is countable. Then X^ is a metric space.
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Proof. Since A is countable, we may choose a countable, linearly
ordered cofinal subset A! of A, such that if Xt, Xd e A' and i < j , then
λ{ < Xj. Let di be the diameter of X . . Then a metric for Pχ^v X?..
is defined as follows: For {xλ.} and {yλ.} e PXie,i> X ^ set

oo

where p{ is the metric on X . . Then since p is a metric on Px.eΛ, Xx.,
it is also a metric for XL. Thus X^ is a metric space, since X^ is
homeomorphic to XL by [2,2.11].

2—2. Lei {Xχ,fλμ, A} be an inverse system of continua, with
limit space X^. If Xλ is chainable for each X e A, then X^ is
chainable.

Proof. Xoo is a continuum by [2, 2.5 and 2.10], Mardesic [4] has
shown that X^ is chainable if each fλμ is onto. We use this result
here.

Let Aλ = nx(XJ) and gXμ = fXμ \ Aλ. Then by [2, 2.8], {Ax, gXμ9 A}

is an inverse system, each gλμ is onto and the limit space A^ of this
system is Xoo. Since each subcontinuum of a chainable continuum is
chainable, Ax is chainable for each Xe Λ. Thus A^ = X^ is chainable
by [4].

3* Inverse limits of indecomposable continua*

3—1. THEOREM. Let {Xx,fXμ9A} be an inverse limit system of
indecomposable continua, where each function fλμ is onto. Then the
inverse limit space X^ is an indecomposable continuum.

Proof. Xoo is a continuum by [2, 2.5 and 2.10]. Suppose X,, is
decomposable, i.e., suppose there exist proper subcontinua i ϊ a n d i Γ o f
I M such that X., = H U K.

We show first that there exists 7 e A such that Πy(H) gi Xy. If
not, then for all XeA, ΠX(H) = Xλ. Let {xx} e X^ such that {xλ} £ H,
and let N be any neighborhood of {xλ}. Then there exist indices
Xi9 i = 1, 2, n and neighborhoods Nλ. of each xλ. e Xλ. such that
ΛΓ = {{yλ} e Xoo I yλ. e Nx., i = 1, 2, , n}. Since A is a directed set, there
exists λ0 e A such that λ0 > Xi9 i = 1, 2, , n. Let Uλ0 = Π?=i fT^ (Nx.).
Then Uχ0 is an open subset of XXQ and N = {{yλ} e X^ \ yXo e UXQ}. NOW
since Πλ(H) = X;. for all XeA, there exists a point {x'λ} e H such that
ΠXQ({XX}) e Uχ0, and hence {xx} e N. Thus {x;>} is a limit point of H.
This is a contradiction, since H is closed and {xλ} ί H. Thus there
exists j eA such that Πy(H) §Ξ Xy.
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Similarly, there exists β eA such that Πβ(K) gΞ Xβ. Since A is a
directed set, there exists 3 e A such that δ > β and δ > 7. We show
that /7δ(ίf) £ Xδ. For if Π8(H) = Xδ, then /77(if) - /δγ(Xδ) since
/δv/7δ = /7V. But / δ 7 is onto and hence fSy(X&) = Xy. Thus we have
Πy(H) = Xy, a contradiction. Therefore, ΠB(H) §Ξ Xδ, and similarly
Π8(K) £ Xδ.

Now since /7δ is continuous, Π5(H) and Πh(K) are subcontinua
of Xδ. Also, /7θ(X.) - Xδ [2, 2.6]. Therefore

U ΠB(K) .

This is a contradiction, since Xδ is indecomposable.

3—2. THEOREM. Let {Xλi fXμ, A} be an inverse limit system of
hereditarily indecomposable continua. Then the limit space X^ is
hereditarily indecomposable.

Proof. Xa is a continuum by [2, 2.5 and 2.10]. Let M be any
subcontinuum of X^. We show that M is indecomposable.

Let Mλ = Πλ{M) and let gXμ = / ^ | ikfΛ. Each Mλ is a subcontinuum
of Xλ and hence indecomposable. Also, by [2, 2. 8], {Mx, gXμ, A} is an
inverse system, each gXμ is onto and the limit space ikL of this system
is M. Thus M is indecomposable by Theorem 3—1.

3.—3. COROLLARY. Let {Xλ) fiμ, A} be an inverse limit system
of hereditarily indecomposable continua. Then the inverse limit
space X^ is an indecomposable continuum.

Corollary 3—3 shows that Theorem 3—1 remains valid when the
functions fλμ are not onto, provided that each Xx is hereditarily
indecomposable.

3—4. THEOREM. Let {Xλ,fλμ,Λ} be an inverse limit system
of pseudo-arcs. Let X^ be the inverse limit space. Then X^ is a
chainable, hereditarily indecomposable continuum. If A is countable
and Xoo is nondegenerate, then X^ is a pseudo-arc.

Proof. XTO is a hereditarily indecomposable continuum by Theorem
3—2. For metric spaces, the definitions of chainable and snakelike
continua are equivalent. Thus each Xλ is chainable and hence X^ is
chainable by 2—2.

If A is countable, then X^ is a metric space by 2—1, and thus
snakelike. Therefore, X^ is a hereditarily indecomposable snakelike
continuum, and hence a pseudo-arc if it is nondegenerate [1].
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